Abstract. In this study, we propose shrinkage methods based on generalized ridge regression (GRR) estimation which is suitable for both multicollinearity and high dimensional problems with small number of samples (large p, small n). Also, it is obtained theoretical properties of the proposed estimators for Low/High Dimensional cases. Furthermore, the performance of the listed estimators is demonstrated by both simulation studies and real-data analysis, and compare its performance with existing penalty methods. We show that the proposed methods compare well to competing regularization techniques.
Introduction
In a multiple linear regression model is used by data analysts in nearly every field of science and technology as well as economics, econometrics, finance, medicine, engineering. In such models, however, the predictors may or may not dependent of each other. When there exists the near-linear relationships among the predictors, the problem of multicollinearity or collinearity occurs. Furthermore, the least squares estimate (LSE) will be unbiased, but its variances is large so it may be far from the true value. In order to deal with this problem, one of the best way, in literature, is the Ordinary Ridge Regression (ORR) by Hoerl & Kennard (1970) technique which adds a degree of bias to the regression estimates for reducing the standard errors.
On the other hand, along with technological innovations, it is not unusual to see the number of covariates (p) greatly exceed the number of observations (n), which is known as "large p, small n" problem, e.g. micro-array data analysis, environmental pollution studies. The availability of massive data has occurred new problems in statistical analysis. With many predictors, fitting the full model without penalization will result in large prediction intervals, and the LSE may not uniquely exist. Many approaches have been proposed for tackling this problem such as the ORR Hoerl & Kennard (1970) , the Elastic-Net (Enet) method Zou and Hastie (2005) , the least absolute shrinkage and selection operation (Lasso) Tibshirani (1996) , the smoothly clipped absolute deviation method (SCAD) Fan & Li (2001) , the adaptive Lasso (aLasso) Zou (2006) , and minimax concave penalty (MCP) Zhang (2010) and the least angle regression Efron et al. (2004) are some approaches. Saleh (2006) and Ahmed (2014) are excellent sources for a comprehensive overview on shrinkage estimation with uncertain prior information. Roozbeh & Arashi (2016) and developed ride type shrinkage estimation in partial linear models (PLMs). Also, Wu & Asar (2016) considered a weighted stochastic restricted ridge estimator in such models. Very recently, Yüzbaşı et al. (2017a) proposed pretest and shrinkage estimators in ridge regression linear models and compare their performance with some penalty estimators, including some penalty estimators.
In high-dimensional setting, Ishwaran & Rao (2014) demonstrated a geometric approach to study the properties of GRR. Yüzbaşı & Ahmed (2015) provided some numerical comparison of shrinkage ridge regression estimators. and Yüzbaşı et al. (2017b) suggested a Stein-type shrinkage estimation strategy via integration penalty estimators. Gao et al (2017) proposed a post selection shrinkage estimation strategy based on weighted ridge estimator.
In this paper, we propose a number of shrinkage estimation strategies by using GRR method which is an extension of RR in low/high-dimensional linear models.
In section 2, along with the preliminary notions, full and restricted estimators are introduced. All the proposed estimators are defined, and also their theoretical properties are obtained in Section 3. Furthermore, we introduce some shrinkage estimators in the context of high dimensional case in Section 4. It is demonstrated the asymptotic properties of listed estimators in this section. In Section 5, the penalized estimators, which are used in this paper, are given. A detailed Monte Carlo simulation study are conducted in Section 6. Also, two real-life applications are analyzed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 gives concluding remarks.
Statistical Model
Consider the following linear model
where Y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ∈ R n is a random vector of response variables, X = (x 1 . . . , x n ) ′ ∈ R n×p is the design matrix of full column rank with x i = (x i1 , . . . , x ip ) ′ for i = 1, . . . , n, β = (β 1 , . . . , β p ) ′ ∈ R p is unknown parameters and ε = (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) ′ ∈ R n is the random error vector such that E(ε i ) = 0 and V(ε i ) = σ 2 0 > 0. For the model 2.1, the LSE of β is given by
which is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of the coefficient β under the GaussMarkov theorem. The LSE estimator loses its efficiency, however, when the multicollinearity is occur in the model 2.1. To tackle this problem, there is a large literature of estimators. One of the effective estimations among them, Hoerl & Kennard (1970) introduced the ORR estimation of β, which has lower the mean square error (MSE) than the LSE, is given by
where k > 0 is the ridge tuning parameter in order to tend to reduce the magnitude of the estimated regression coefficients, leading to fewer effective model parameters. The ORR can be helpful for avoiding over-fitting and in improving numerical stability in the case of an ill-conditioned S matrix. The GRR estimation of β is given by
where K = diag(k 1 , . . . , k p ). In the GRR, p ridge parameters need to be determined while the ORR requires determination of one parameter only. The GRR can have outstanding performance the ORR if the ridge matrix is appropriately selected. Hence, the GRR is more conservative, outperforms the ORR in view of weighted quadratic loos measure. Hoerl & Kennard (1970) suggest to select k j = σ 2 /β 2 j , j = 1, . . . , p. In this study, our primary interest is to estimate the regression coefficient β when it is a priori suspected but not certain that β may be restricted to the subspace (2.5)
where H is a q × p known matrix of full rank q(< p). When the null hypothesis it true, we estimate the restricted GRR (RGRR) estimator of β is given by (2.6) β
Proposed estimators
Now, we consider some shrinkage and pretest strategies to combine the information from GRR and RGRR. First, we define the Linear Shrinkage (LS) estimator of β as follows:
where ω ∈ [0, 1] denotes the shrinkage intensity. Ideally, the coefficient ω is chosen to minimize the mean squared error. This estimator suffers from the lack of motivation. In other words, one may suspect the hypothesis H 0 : Hβ = 0 holds in application. Thus, we can decide on the use of any β GRR n or β RGRR n depending the output of testing H 0 . From Saleh (2006) , we use W n as an appropriate test statistic to test (2.5), which is defined by
where Saleh (2006) , under H 0 , W n has the F-distribution with (q, m) degrees of freedom (d.f.) and under the alternative hypothesis H A : Hβ = 0, it has the non-central F-distribution with the same d.f. and non-centrality parameter ∆ 2 = (Hβ)
where we used g(W n ) = dW
, we obtain the improved pretest (IPT) estimator of β defined by
We also consider the performance of the listed methods in the following section.
3.1. Properties. Let β * n denote any of the five estimators of β defined in previous section. The bias of β * n is defined by B(β *
, for a suitably positive definite weight matrix W, the associated quadratic risk function is defined by R(β * n ) = E(L(β; β * n )). In the following results we give the bias and quadratic risk functions of the proposed five estimators of β.
Theorem 3.1. The bias of the estimators β
and β IPT n are respectively given by
where G ϑ 1 ,ϑ 2 (·; ∆ 2 ) is the cdf of a non-central F-distribution with (ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 ) degree of freedom and non-centrality parameter ∆ 2 /2.
For the proof, see the Appendix.
Theorem 3.2. The quadratic risk function of the estimators β
are respectively given by
High Dimensional Sparse Regression Models
Consider the model (2.1) when p > n. We assume that x i can be decomposed as
, where p − q is smaller than the sample size n, and let
and X B = (x 1B , . . . , x nB ) ′ ∈ R n×q be the matrices associated with the x iA 's and x iB 's, respectively. Finally, let X = (X A , X B )
′ ∈ R n×p be the matrix including all predictive variables. Then model (2.1) can be re-expressed as follows:
We are essentially interested in the estimation of β A when it is plausible that β B is a set of nuisance co-variates. This situation may arise when there is over-modelling and one wishes to cut down the irrelevant part from the model (4.1).
In real-life applications, X A often contains a small set of relevant predictors via prior knowledge or preliminary analysis while X B collects a large number of predictors, whose statistical significance is still not clear and thus needs to be investigated. So, one need to test the following statistical hypotheses:
In order to test the null hypothesis in (4.2), we use the following the test statistic
where
Theorem 4.1. Under the conditions (C1) and (C2) which are given in Lan et al. (2014) , it is obtained that T n
Proof. The proof and further information can be found in Lan et al. (2014) .
Thanks to this theorem, we can test a subset of regression coefficients in HD case. Accordingly, Theorem 4.1 indicates that, for a given significance level α, we reject the null hypothesis in (4.2) if T n > z 1−α , where z α stands for the αth quantile of a standard normal distribution.
4.1. Proposed estimators for HD case. In this case, the proposed estimators remain the same, except the test statistic and the pre-specified matrix H. For our purpose, we use the test statistic in Theorem 4.1 and take H = [0 q×(p−q) , I q×q ].
As an instance the high-dimensional PTE is defined as
We also have β
n , where the shrinkage parameter d * is obtained by cross validation which minimizes the mean square error of β HD-S n . 4.2. Properties: High-dimension. In this section, we provide the limiting distribution of the proposed shrinkage estimators. Before, we give upper bounds of GRR and RGRR estimators. To this end, let
Using the Courant Theorem, we have that
Therefore, by (4.7) together with (4.8), E((
However, not all functions g(·) are continuous.
Using the result of Saleh (2006), we have the following theorem for the high-dimensional case, without proof.
Theorem 4.2. Under the definitions at above, we have
Penalized Estimation
In this paper, we only consider the penalized least square regression methods to obtain estimators for the model parameters in a multiple regression models when p < n and p > n. The key idea in penalized regression methods is minimizing an objection function L λ in the form of
to obtain the estimates of the parameter. The first term in the objective function is the sum of the squared error loss, the second term ρ is a penalty function, and λ is a tuning parameter which controls the trade-off between two components of L λ . The penalty function is usually chosen as a norm on R p ,
This class of estimator are called the bridge estimators, proposed by Frank & Friedman (1993) . The ridge regression (Hoerl & Kennard (1970) , Frank & Friedman (1993) ) minimizes the residual sum of squares subject to an l 2 -penalty, that is,
where λ is a tuning parameter.
5.1. LASSO. The LASSO was proposed by Tibshirani (1996) , which performs variable selection and parameter estimation simultaneously thanks to the l 1 -penalty. The LASSO estimates are defined by Zou (2006) introduced the ALASSO by modifying the LASSO penalty by using adaptive weights on l 1 -penalty with the regression coefficients.
ALASSO.
The ALASSO β ALASSO are obtained by
where the weight function is
and β * j is a root-n-consistent estimator of β. The minimization procedure for ALASSO solution does not induce any computational difficulty and can be solved very efficiently, for the details see section 3.5 in Zou (2006) .
SCAD.
Although the LASSO method does both shrinkage and variable selection due to the nature of the l 1 -penalty by setting many coefficients identically to zero, it does not possess oracle properties, as discussed in Fan & Li (2001) . To overcome the inefficiency of traditional variable selection procedures, they proposed SCAD to select variables and estimate the coefficients of variables automatically and simultaneously. Given the tuning parameters a > 2 and λ > 0, the SCAD penalty at β is
Hence, the SCAD estimation is given by
MCP.
Zhang (2007) introduced a new penalization method for variable selection, which is given by
where ρ(·; λ) is the MCP penalty given by
where γ > 0 and λ are regularization and penalty parameters respectively.
5.5. Elastic-Net. The Elastic-Net was proposed by Zou and Hastie (2005) to overcome the limitations of the LASSO and Ridge methods.
where λ 2 is the ridge penalty parameter, penalizing the sum of the squared regression coefficients and λ 1 is the LASSO penalty, penalizing the sum of the absolute values of the regression coefficients, respectively. Huang et al (2010) introduced the MNET estimation which use MCP penalty term instead of the l 1 -penalty in (5.6).
MNET.
(5.7)
Similar to the elastic net of Zou and Hastie (2005) , the MNET also tends to select or drop highly correlated predictors together. However, unlike the elastic net, the MNET is selection consistent and equal to the oracle ridge estimator with high probability under reasonable conditions † , MOHAMMAD ARASHI ‡ AND S.EJAZ AHMED §
Simulation Study
We conduct Monte-Carlo simulation experiments to study the performances of the proposed estimators under various practical settings. In order to generate the response variables, we consider Y = Xβ + σε, where ε ∼ N(0, I p ).
6.1. Risk Performances. We consider the regression coefficients are set
′ , where 1 p−q and 0 q mean the vectors of 1 and 0 with dimensions p − q and q, respectively. In order to investigate the behaviour of the estimators, we define ∆ * = β − β 0 , where
′ and · is the Euclidean norm. We considered ∆ * values between 0 and 4. If ∆ * = 0, then it means that we will have β = 1 ′ p−q , 0 ′ q ′ to generated the response while we will have β = (1
′ when ∆ * > 0, say ∆ * = 0.5. When we increase the number of ∆ * , it indicates the degree of violation of null hypothesis. We also set X ∼ N(0, Σ), where Σ kj = ρ |k−j| , k = 1, . . . , p, j = 1, . . . , p.
The performance of one of the suggested estimator was evaluated by using MSE criterion. Also, the relative mean square efficiency (RMSE) of the β * n to the benchmark estimator (BE) β Figures 1a and 1b is for LD and HD cases, respectively. The findings can be summarized as follows: LD case: In general, when ∆ * = 0, RGRR outperforms all listed estimators, except that LS because we select ω tuning parameter of LS with CV. So, the performance of LS may be superior to RGRR. In contrast, after the small interval near ∆ * , the RMSE of the RGRR decreases and goes to zero while the RMSE of LS, SPT and PS decrease and goes to one as ∆ * is large. On the other hand, the performance of Preliminary-types estimations, that are SPT, IPT and PT, outperform the PS as ∆ * is zero. When we increase the value of ∆ * , the RMSEs of IPT and PT decrease, and they remain below one for intermediate values of ∆ * , and finally increase and approach to one for larger values of ∆ * . HD case: We get similar pattern with LD case with some exceptions. Cleary, the RMSE of HD-LS and HD-PS is the best when the null hypothesis is true since we select their tuning parameters with CV. In the following section, we compare the performance of listed estimations with LSE and penalty estimation techniques.
Some Comparative Studies.
In each example of the LD cases, the simulated data contains a training dataset, validation data and an independent test set. We fitted the models only using the training data and the tuning parameters were selected using the validation data. In simulations, both we standardized the predictors to have zero mean and unit standard deviation before fitting the model and we center the response variable in order to omit the intercept term. Finally, we computed two measures of performance, the test error (mean squared error) MSE y = Figure 1 . RMSE of the estimators as a function of the non-centrality parameter ∆ * when n = 50 † , MOHAMMAD ARASHI ‡ AND S.EJAZ AHMED § mean squared error of the estimation of β such that MSE β = | β−β| 2 (see Tutz & Ulbricht (2009) ). We use the notation ·/ · /· to describe the number of observations in the training, validation and test set respectively, e.g. 100/100/200. In each example of the HD cases, we did not split data as training, validation and test set. We just scaled data as the LD case. For both cases, we consider the ρ = 0.5, 0.9.
LD 1-Each data set consists of 20/20/200 observations. β is specified by β ′ = (3, 1.5, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0) and σ = 3. Also, we consider X ∼ N(0, Σ), where Σ kj = ρ |k−j| . LD 2-Each data set consists of 100/100/400 observations and 40 predictors, where β j = 0 when j = 1, . . . , 10, 21, . . . , 30 and β j = 2 when j = 11, . . . , 20, 31, . . . , 40. Also, we set σ = 1, Σ kj = ρ |k−j| . LD 3-We simulated 250 data sets consisting of 50/50/200 observations and 30 predictors. We chose
Also, we consider σ = 9 and X ∼ N(0, Σ), where Σ kj = ρ |k−j| . HD 1-We simulated 50 data sets consisting of 50 observations and 100 predictors, where
. Also, we set σ = 3, Σ kj = ρ |k−j| . HD 2-We simulated 50 data sets consisting of 50 observations and 150 predictors, where β ′ = (3 10 , 0 p−10 ). Also, we set σ = 2, Σ kj = ρ |k−j| . HD 3-We simulated 50 data sets consisting of 50 observations and 120 predictors {X 1 , . . . , X p }. If the predictors X t , . . . , X t+g are linked together on the network, they would be categorized into a group, denoted as X t , . . . , X t+g group (0 < t < t + g < p). . . , 4) are ρ, and the non-diagonal elements between any two groups are 0.1. We also set β ′ = (5 10 , −5 10 , 3 10 , −3 10 , 0 p−40 ) and σ = 3.
In Table 1 , we report the results of the examples by simulating 250 data sets. The findings can be summarized as follows: For LD 1 case, the performance of LS is the best. The MNET has the best performance among penalized and LSE estimators in the sense of both measures when ρ = 0.5. On the other hand, the ENET is the best performance for first measure and the Ridge is the best performance for second measure.
Also, the another proposed estimations are competitive for both ρ values. For LD 2 case, the performances of SCAD and MCP are better while LS and the other shrinkage estimations are again competitive and more effective than ALASSO, LASSO, Ridge and ENET when ρ = 0.5. In contrast, the performance of the suggested estimations are better than all others for first measure when 0.9 while their performance may be less effective compare to second measure. For LD 3 case, the LS has minimum first measure for both ρ values. ENET and MNET perform well. Overall, the proposed shrinkage estimators perform well in low-dimensional case. We turn the readers attention to the LD 2 and LD 3 cases. Although the SCAD and MCP perform the best among all, but the performance of shrinkage estimators is superior to LASSO, ALASSO and ENET. This is surprisingly interesting since the penalty estimators do variable selection and one may expect smaller error in prediction compared to shrinkage estimators. In Table 2 , we report the results of the examples by simulating 50 data sets. We did not give LSE here since it does not exist in case of HD. The findings can be summarized as follows: For HD 1 case, we consider five strong signals and 95 noises. The results show that the proposed estimations outshines the others not only for both measures but also for both ρ values. For HD 2 case, we consider ten more strong signals and 140 noises. Similar to the results of HD 1, we again see that our suggested methods perform well. † , MOHAMMAD ARASHI ‡ AND S.EJAZ AHMED § For HD 3 case, we consider group correlations among some predictors. Even though the Ridge, LASSO and ENET are competitive, our proposed estimation methods outshine. Overall, it can be safety concluded that the GRR and RGRR perform better than the Ridge, and we suggest to use the listed estimations when HD case.
Real Data Applications
In this section, we illustrated two real data examples in order to investigate the performance of the suggested estimations strategies.
7.1. Pollution Data. We first consider the Pollution data set which is analyzed by McDonald & Schwing (1973) . This data includes p = 15 measurements on mortality rate and explanatory variables, which are air-pollution, socio-economic and meteorological, for n = 60 US cities in 1960. The data are freely available from Carnegie Mellon University's StatLib (http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/). In Table 3 Since the prior information is not available here, the constraint on the parameters is usually either obtained through expert opinion or obtained by using existing variable selection techniques, such as AIC or BIC, among others. In this example we use the Best Subset Selection (BSS) with "one standard error" rule. It showed that prec, jant, educ, nonw, so2 are the most important co-variates. Hence, we construct the shrinkage techniques by using both the full-model and the candidate sub-model.
Our results are based on 250 case re-sampled bootstrap samples. Since there is no noticeable variation for larger number of replications, we did not consider further values. We first split the data in two parts which are train and test sets. Then, we fit the model on the train set and calculate MSE y and MSE β and prediction error (PE = Y test − Y test ) by using test set based on 10-fold CV for each bootstrap replicate. Note that the predictors were first standardized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation, and the response variable is centered before fitting the model. The results are shown in Table 4 .
As expected, the performance of the RGRR is the best since the data is re-sampled from an empirical distribution where the candidate subspace is nearly true. Also, the proposed estimators are superior to the full model LSE and penalty estimators, which is in agreement with our theoretical and simulation results.
7.2. Eye Data. This data set contains gene expression data of mammalian eye tissue samples, Scheetz et al. (2006) . The format is a list containing the design matrix which represents the data of n = 120 rats with p = 200 gene probes and the response vector with 120 dimensional which represents the expression level of TRIM32 gene.
We re-sampled bootstrap samples 50 times. The candidate sub-model is determined by LASSO method, also tuning parameter is selected via "one standard error" rule. According to this method, the candidate sub-model has 21 important covariates. Similar to † , MOHAMMAD ARASHI ‡ AND S. Table 5 . For Eyedata set, the MSE y , MSE β and PE and their relative performances based on bootstrap simulation with respect to the GRR.
first example, we split data in two sets. We calculate MSE y and MSE β and PE based on 5-fold CV for each bootstrap replicate. Again the predictors were first standardized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation, and the response variable is centered before fitting the model. The results are shown in Table 5 . Our results confirm that the suggested estimations outperform the existing penalty methods.
Conclusions
In this paper, we developed the so-called shrinkage estimators for the regression coefficients using the generalized ridge regression estimator. The general setup included both low-dimensional (p < n) and high-dimensional (p > n) cases. For our purpose, we first defined a general shrinkage estimator using the Borel measurable function of test statistic for testing H 0 : Hβ = 0. Then, some specific practical choices considered and their properties obtained. For comparison sake, we also considered some penalty estimators in our study. An extensive Monte Carlo simulation study conducted to compare the performance of the proposed shrinkage ridge estimators with each others and penalty estimators. It can be understood, from the simulation results, that the linear shrinkage estimator surprisingly performs the best in both prediction and error of estimation senses, i.e., it has smallest MSE values, compared to all other estimators. With focus on high-dimensional case, although the penalty estimators do variable selection, but the proposed shrinkage estimators have smaller prediction error. IN conclusion to this, if the purpose of estimation is having smaller MSE rather than variable selection, we suggest to use shrinkage strategies instead of penalty estimators. This result may come to mind a little doubtful. For this reason, we also analyzed the performance of the proposed shrinkage estimators in two real examples to include both low and high-dimensional settings. Nearly the same superior results obtained as discussed in the simulation. According to the results of Tables
